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Last Week Tonight with John Oliver Presents a Day in the Life
of Marlon Bundo
100% of Last Week Tonight's proceeds will be donated to The Trevor Project and
AIDS United. HBO's Emmy-winning Last Week Tonight with John Oliver presents a
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children's picture book about a Very Special boy bunny who falls in love with
another boy bunny. Meet Marlon Bundo, a lonely bunny who lives with his Grampa,
Mike Pence - the Vice President of the United States. But on this Very Special Day,
Marlon's life is about to change forever With its message of tolerance and
advocacy, this charming children's book explores issues of same sex marriage and
democracy. Sweet, funny, and beautifully illustrated, this book is dedicated to
every bunny who has ever felt different.

Know Your Hobby Animals a Breed Encyclopedia
"At the pet show, there are so many different types of pets. With dogs and cats,
horses and chickens, hamsters and chinchillas--and many, many more--this book
celebrates animal companions of all shapes and sizes"--

Gecko's and Other Bead Animals
This die-cut pop-up book with laces makes learning how to tie their shoelaces fun
for toddlers! Includes fun activities and an adorable pop-up shoe.

Coyote America
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“Kept Animals is a darkly beautiful book, tender yet powerful, an exquisite
exploration of hurt and desire, the why of wanting, taking, and giving. And Kate
Milliken knows her stuff when it comes to horses.” —Jeannette Walls, author of The
Glass Castle and Half Broke Horses “In this rugged and ravishing debut, a tragic
car accident upends the lives of multiple Southern California families—particularly
three teenage girls, whose lives and desires intersect in ways none of them could
have imagined.” —O, The Oprah Magazine A bold, riveting debut novel of desire,
betrayal, and loss, centering on three teenage girls, a horse ranch, and the
accident that changes everything. It’s 1993, and Rory Ramos works as a ranch
hand at the stable her stepfather manages in Topanga Canyon, California, a dry,
dusty place reliant on horses and hierarchies. There she rides for the rich clientele,
including twins June and Wade Fisk. While Rory draws the interest of out-and-proud
June, she’s more intrigued by Vivian Price, the beautiful girl with the movie-star
father who lives down the hill. Rory keeps largely separate from the likes of the
Prices—but, perched on her bedroom windowsill, Rory steals glimpses of Vivian
swimming in her pool nearly every night. After Rory’s stepfather is involved in a
tragic car accident, the lives of Rory, June, and Vivian become inextricably bound
together. Rory discovers photography, begins riding more competitively, and
grows closer to gorgeous, mercurial Vivian, but despite her newfound sense of self,
disaster lurks all around her: in the parched landscape, in her unruly desires, in her
stepfather’s wrecked body and guilty conscience.One night, as the relationships
among these teenagers come to a head, a forest fire tears through the canyon,
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and Rory’s life is changed forever. Kept Animals is narrated by Rory’s daughter,
Charlie, in 2015, more than twenty years after that fateful fire. Realizing that the
key to her own existence lies in the secret of what really happened that
unseasonably warm fall, Charlie is finally ready to ask questions about her
mother’s past. But with Rory away on assignment, Charlie knows she must unravel
the truth for herself.

What We See in the Stars
Explore the world of Bobbin Lace with this book, which takes you through simple
Torchon ground pieces to scarves, purse and bags. 'Bobbin lace may look
complicated when you see a pillow set up with dozens of bobbins, but it will seem
far less daunting when you realise that only four bobbins (two pairs) are in use at
any one time, and there are only two moves twist and cross that you can do.'
'While the basic lace stitches are common to all types of bobbin lace, different
lacemaking traditions developed different ways of putting these stitches together.
Bruges lace, for example, uses less than a dozen pairs of bobbins and a relatively
coarse thread to create curved braids and flower-like motifs which are linked to
form the fabric; on the other hand point ground laces, such as Chantilly or Bucks
Point, are worked from one end to the other in fine silk or cotton and may need a
hundred pairs or more.' An extensive techniques section makes lacemaking clear,
simple and enjoyable. Five full step-by-step projects with pricking patterns. Gives
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advice on adding decorative features, beads and tassels. Suitable for both
beginners and more experienced lacemakers. A clearly illustrated step-by-step
guide to all the stitches and techniques needed to create beautiful bobbin lace.
Includes prickings and easy-to-follow photographs showing how to use them.
Provides full instructions for a selection of colourful Torchon lace projects using a
variety of yarns: a bag, a purse, a scarf and a cushion.

African Adventure
The Constellations Activity Book is a perfect beginner's guide to the stars,
introducing 26 constellations (and how to locate them in the night sky) through dotto-dots, mazes, word finds, and more.

Fantastical Fairies Lacing Cards
Sexbeat s self-titled song is definitive of the postpunk scene. It describes the
originality, the freedom and the communal spirit of a subculture: old, young, poor,
and rich a group that accepted it all. Released in 1983, the song is a generation s
anthem about a scene caught between the outbreak of punk and grunge. With
more complexity than punk and more darkness than pop s cheerful mentality,
postpunk maintained prosperity because of its atmosphere and romance. The
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movement in its inception was nameless. It, as we found, has many definitions and
associations. Some original members of the scene referred to themselves as
punks, others new romantics, new wavers, the bats, or the morbids, for example.
Goth often did not become a term until the late 1980s or, in some countries such
as Peru, a label in the 1990s. Therefore, postpunk in all its variety, is deemed as
the "single" word that encompasses all evolutions of the 1980s proto-punk
alternative movement. In one decade, the genre evolved, grew darker and crossed
borders: from Argentina to the Netherlands, Greece to Canada and Belgium to
Japan. Even though the postpunk and goth timeline varied between countries, the
movement began at approximately 1978 and concluded around 1992. Some
regions reflected the economic challenges and sentiments towards social issues,
while others relied on the individual desire to gain solace in a subculture that
accepted diversity. To identify and encompass the words postpunk and goth are
arduous since everyone has a different perspective on such definitions. There is no
"one "truth about their timeline or attributes. Therefore, this book""is about the
music, the individual, and the creativity of a worldwide community rather than
theoretical definitions of a subculture. Though not a complete historical essay on
postpunk and goth, "Some Wear Leather, Some Wear Lace" is a visual and oral
history of the first decade of the scene. The team found and interviewed both the
performers and the audience in order to capture the community both on and off
stage. Participants of the project dug through their personal archives for
photographs of their past and these are placed alongside professional
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photography. By combining both personal collections and professional images, a
unique range of fashions, bands and scenes are revealed within these pages. "

Placing Animals
Racing the Antelope "The human experience is populated by dreams and
aspirations. For me, the animal totem of these dreams is the antelope, swift,
strong, and elusive. we chase after 'antelope,' and sometimes we catch them.
Often we don't. But why do we bother? I think it is because without dream
'antelopes' to chase we become what a lapdog is to a wolf. And we are inherently
more like wolves than lapdogs, because the communal chase is part of our
biological makeup." In 1981, Bernd Heinrich, a lifelong runner, decided to test his
limits at age forty-one and race in the North American 100-Kilometer
Championship race in Chicago. To improve his own preparations as a runner, he
wondered what he could learn from other animals--what makes us different and
how we are the same--and what new perspective these lessons could shed on
human evolution. A biologist and award-winning nature writer, he considered the
flight endurance of insects and birds, the antelope's running prowess and
limitations, the ultraendurance of the camel, and the remarkable sprinting and
jumping skills of frogs. Exploring how biological adaptations have granted these
creatures "superhuman" abilities, he looked at how human physiology can or
cannot replicate these adaptations. Drawing on his observations and knowledge of
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animal physiology and behavior, Heinrich ran the race, and the results surprised
everyone--himself most of all. In Racing the Antelope, Heinrich applies his
characteristic blend of scientific inquiry and philosophical musing to a deft
exploration of the human desire--even need--to run. His rich prose reveals what
endurance athletes can learn about the body and the spirit from other athletes in
the animal kingdom. He then takes you into the heart of his own grueling
100-kilometer ultramarathon, where he puts into practice all that he has
discovered about the physical, spiritual--and primal--drive to win. At once lyrical
and scientific, Racing the Antelope melds a unique blend of biology, anthropology,
psychology, and philosophy with Heinrich's passion for running to discover how
and why we run.

Forest Adventure
Cows, sheep, and goats, oh my! Know Your Hobby Animals is an essential guide to
discovering loads of interesting facts about 172 popular breeds of chickens, pigs,
goats, cows, and sheep. A complete compilation of the most popular farm animals
within the Know Your series, you’ll learn all about each breed’s unique
characteristics, history, breeding, personality, and more. Fun and fascinating, this
engaging and collective guide will turn both the young and old into farm animal
enthusiasts!
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The Aged and the aging in the United States
An ambitious work of philosophy and medical theory, attempting to marry occult
understandings of the body with Enlightenment science.

A Key to Physic, and the Occult Sciences
When mother of five Charlotte Bridger Drummond becomes lost in the Great
Northwest Woods, she is rescued by an elusive group of quasi-human beasts that
force her to examine her previous notions about the differences between animals
and humans, men and women, and wilderness and civilization. Reprint. 25,000 first
printing.

Conservation Biology in Sub-Saharan Africa
Conservation Biology in Sub-Saharan Africa comprehensively explores the
challenges and potential solutions to key conservation issues in Sub-Saharan
Africa. Easy to read, this lucid and accessible textbook includes fifteen chapters
that cover a full range of conservation topics, including threats to biodiversity,
environmental laws, and protected areas management, as well as related topics
such as sustainability, poverty, and human-wildlife conflict. This rich resource also
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includes a background discussion of what conservation biology is, a wide range of
theoretical approaches to the subject, and concrete examples of conservation
practice in specific African contexts. Strategies are outlined to protect biodiversity
whilst promoting economic development in the region. Boxes covering specific
themes written by scientists who live and work throughout the region are included
in each chapter, together with recommended readings and suggested discussion
topics. Each chapter also includes an extensive bibliography. Conservation Biology
in Sub-Saharan Africa provides the most up-to-date study in the field. It is an
essential resource, available on-line without charge, for undergraduate and
graduate students, as well as a handy guide for professionals working to stop the
rapid loss of biodiversity in Sub-Saharan Africa and elsewhere.

Constellations Activity Book
These irresistible fantastical fairies lacing cards are durable and easy for little
hands to use and can be strung again and again to complete pictures while
developing fine motor skills. Includes 10 cards and 10 laces!

Fine Motor Activities
These ten fun and educational lacing cards feature Eric Carle's charming book
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cover illustrations. Durable and reusable, these lacing cards encourage hand-eye
coordination and help develop sequencing, dexterity, and motor skills. Printed on
thick, sturdy board, they are perfect for small hands to hold and are equally suited
for hanging on the wall in a child's room. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Move Over, Rover
Gecko's 2
New York Times Bestseller List “Leonard and Gobi’s story represents the power of
people working together and the profound depth of feeling possible between a
man and his dog.”--Publishers Weekly A man, a dog, and the lengths to which love
will go to sacrifice for its companion. Finding Gobi is the miraculous tale of Dion
Leonard, a seasoned ultramarathon runner who crosses paths with a stray dog
while competing in a 155-mile race through the Gobi Desert in China. The lovable
pup, who would later earn the name Gobi, proved that what she lacked in size, she
more than made up for in heart, as she went step for step with Dion over the Tian
Shan Mountains, across massive sand dunes, through yurt villages and the black
sands of the Gobi Desert, keeping pace with him for 77 miles. As Dion witnessed
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the incredible determination and heart of this small animal, he found his own heart
undergoing a change as well. Whereas in the past these races were all about
winning and being the best, his goal now was to make sure he and Gobi’s
friendship continued well after the finish line. He found himself letting Gobi sleep in
his tent at night, giving her food and water out of his own limited supply, and
carrying her across numerous rivers, even when he knew it would mean putting
him behind in the race, or worse, prevent him from finishing at all. Although Dion
did not cross the finish line first, he felt he had won something even greater – a
new outlook on life and a new friend that he planned on bringing home as soon as
arrangements were made. However, before he could take her home, Gobi went
missing in the sprawling Chinese city where she was being kept. Dion, with the
help of strangers and a viral outpouring of assistance on the internet, set out to
track her down, and reunite forever with the amazing animal that changed his life
and proved to him and the world that miracles are possible.

Beginner's Guide to Bobbin Lace
Provides instructions and patterns for making a variety of bead animals.

Animals in the Stars Lacing Cards
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Nature lovers will adore this ingenious board book that transforms into a stand-up
beehive! Simply "fly" the two bee characters attached to ribbons through the
beautifully illustrated pages to visit a garden, tour the beehive, and see how honey
is made. Full of playful and informative touches, this book is a sweet introduction
to the hardworking honeybee that will have young readers buzzing to learn more.

My First Shoe Book
Little Lacers: 123 combines the fun of lacing cards with the portable convenience
of a book! Seven lacing cards--each cut into shapes from the numbers 1 through
10--are bound together into this colorful book adorned with delightful woodland
characters and scenes. Using three colored shoelaces, children can learn the
numbers 1 through 10 by lacing the holes cut around each large number. Little
Lacers: 123 is the incredible, tactile way to learn, and better yet, the shoelaces
conveniently store in a compartment embedded in the front cover! No lost cards,
no bulky boxes--just hours of number-lacing fun!

The Mitten
Four Portland friends navigate the complexities of motherhood and friendship
against the backdrop of the city.
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Hello Honeybees
Learn how to tie your laces with this wonderful, new addition to the Tiny Tots
range. With a practice lace and an easy, step-by-step guide, this delightful book is
fantastic for little lace-learners.

Kept Animals
This file includes: Animal Heroes; The Biography of a Grizzly; Lobo, Rag, and Vixen;
Johnny Bear and Other Stories; Monarch, the big Bear of Tallac; Rolf in the Woods;
Two Little Savages; and Wild Animals I Have Known. According to Wikipedia:
"Ernest Thompson Seton (August 14, 1860 - October 23, 1946) was a ScotsCanadian (and naturalized U.S. citizen) who became a noted author, wildlife artist,
founder of the Woodcraft Indians, and one of the founding pioneers of the Boy
Scouts of America (BSA). Seton also heavily influenced Lord Baden-Powell, the
founder of Scouting. His notable books related to Scouting include The Birch Bark
Roll and The Boy Scout Handbook. He is responsible for the strong influence of
American Indian culture in the BSA."

Some Wear Leather, Some Wear Lace
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Peekaboo just got a little wilder with these irresistible animal masks! Attach the
ring of these five double-sided masks to a stroller, high chair, car seat, or diaper
bag to enhance peekaboo play, at home or on the go.

Peekaboo! Stroller Cards: In the Forest
Several animals sleep snugly in Nicki's lost mitten until the bear sneezes.

Finding Gobi
The New York Times best-selling account of how coyotes--long the target of an
extermination policy--spread to every corner of the United States Finalist for the
PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award "A masterly synthesis of scientific
research and personal observation." -Wall Street Journal Legends don't come close
to capturing the incredible story of the coyote In the face of centuries of campaigns
of annihilation employing gases, helicopters, and engineered epidemics, coyotes
didn't just survive, they thrived, expanding across the continent from Alaska to
New York. In the war between humans and coyotes, coyotes have won, handsdown. Coyote America is the illuminating five-million-year biography of this
extraordinary animal, from its origins to its apotheosis. It is one of the great epics
of our time.
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Webster's New International Dictionary of the English
Language
A richly illustrated guide to the myths, histories, and science of the celestial bodies
of our solar system, with stories and information about constellations, planets,
comets, the northern lights, and more. Combining art, mythology, and science,
What We See in the Stars gives readers a tour of the night sky through more than
100 magical pieces of original art, all accompanied by text that weaves related
legends and lore with scientific facts. This beautifully packaged book covers the
night sky's most brilliant features--such as the constellations, the moon, the bright
stars, and the visible planets--as well as less familiar celestial phenomena like the
outer planets, nebulae, and deep space. Adults seeking to recapture the magic of
youthful stargazing, younger readers interested in learning about natural history
and outer space, and those who appreciate beautiful, hand-painted art will all
delight in this charming book.

123
Young children will love lacing up their hiking boots and joining Bird, Mouse, and
Rabbit as they take a walk through a North American evergreen forest to meet
some truly amazing animals!
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How Big Is a Pig?
“[A] galloping great read [a] genuine work of art.”—Porter Shreve, San Francisco
Chronicle, front-page review Bill Reed manages a wildlife sanctuary in rural Idaho,
caring for injured animals unable to survive in the wild —raptors, a wolf, and his
beloved bear, Majer, among them. He hopes to marry the local vet and live out a
quiet life, until a childhood friend is released from prison and threatens to reveal
Bill’s darkest secrets. Suddenly forced to confront his criminal past, Bill battles
fiercely to preserve both the shelter and his hard-won new identity. Alternating
between the past and the present, The Animals builds powerfully toward the
revelation of Bill’s defining betrayal—and the drastic lengths he’ll go to in order to
escape the consequences.

Racing the Antelope
When a storm comes, Rover expects to have his safe and dry doghouse all to
himself but he soon finds that various other animals, including a skunk, also want a
cozy place to sit out the rain.

Eight Books About Animals
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Placing Animals is the first book to survey the ways in which animals have been
studied in geography. It includes both a historical overview of the development of
animal geography and an assessment of the field today. Through the theme of the
role of place in shaping where and why human-animal interactions occur, the
chapters in turn explore the history of animal geography and our distinctive
relationships in the home, on farms, in the context of labor, in the wider culture,
and in the wild.

Some Pets
Provides instructions and patterns for making a variety of bead animals.

The Natural History of the Rich: A Field Guide
Dinosaurs! Lacing Cards
Lace the stars together to create 10 familiar animal constellations—then, turn out
the lights to reveal the glow-in-the-dark animal formed by the stars! From the
Great Bear (Ursa Major) to the winged horse Pegasus, these durable lacing cards
encourage hand-eye coordination and actively engage muscle memory through
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hands-on, tactile learning. Memorize the shapes of the constellations, the names of
their brightest stars, and the mythology behind each constellation, before going
outside to view them in the real-life night sky!

Our Dumb Animals
For use in schools and libraries only. Young children will love lacing up their hiking
boots and joining Bird, Mouse, and Rabbit as they take a walk through a North
American evergreen forest to meet some truly amazing animals! From a black bear
in search of a snack to a stinky skunk with a smelly spray, there's a different
animal on every spread, plus many additional creatures to spot along the way! This
delightful picture book series is the perfect introduction to some really wild
animals. Each of the Amazing Animals books features simple, easy-to-read text and
bright, fun illustrations of a variety of creatures in their natural habitat.

Let's Lace
Bob Barner's colorful dinosaur illustrations make these 10 fun and educational
lacing cards a surefire hit with young dino-lovers. Durable and reusable, they
encourage hand-eye coordination and help develop sequencing skills, dexterity,
and motor skills. Printed on thick, sturdy board, these lacing cards are perfect for
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small hands to hold. As an added bonus, the finished products make unique and
lovely decorations for a child's room.

Wild Life
Some frogs are jumpy; Some frogs are still But how big is a pig? Tell me if you will!

Animals
A tantalizing, droll study of the idiosyncratic existence of the very rich, through the
unexpected lens of the naturalist. Journalist Richard Conniff probes the age-old
question "Are the rich different from you and me?" and finds that they are indeed a
completely different animal. He observes with great humor and finesse this socially
unique species, revealing their strategies for ensuring dominance and submission,
their flourishes of display behavior, the intricate dynamics of their pecking order,
as well as their unorthodox mating practices. Through comparisons to other
equally exotic animals, Conniff uncovers surprising commonalities. • How did Bill
Gates achieve his single greatest act of social dominance by being nice? • How
does the flattery of the rich resemble the grooming behavior of baboons? • What
made the British aristocracy the single most successful animal dominance
hierarchy in the history of the planet? • How does Old Money's disdain for the
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nouveaux riches resemble the pig-grunting of mountain gorillas? This marvelously
entertaining field guide captures in vivid detail the behaviors and habitats of the
world's most captivating yet elusive animal.

The Animals: A Novel
Eric Carle Animal Lacing Cards
Fine motor skills are absolutely necessary for a normal child to develop the abilities
to perform different activities. The period of pre-school is the stage in the child's
life when transition from dependence to autonomy takes place. The child's learning
process is unconscious and continuous, so at this age, he should not be deprived of
experiencing through various activities in the classroom or at home. Weakness in
fine motor skills affects a child's ability to perform simple tasks such as eating,
coloring, brushing teeth, etc, which lowers his confidence and independence.

The Stud Book
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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